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Peter has asked me to come up with a photo for the President’s
28
column, but this image captures my theme for the quarter. Birds Office bearers and other roles &
positions
tell us about the health of the environment. In another role I was
asked to solve a ‘problem’ of noisy Willie Wagtails in a suburban Park map
28
home house block. I was tempted to reply something along the
line of, ‘buy lots of mozzie repellent because you will need it!’ When birds go missing it is a sure sign of something
wrong in the environment – just as significant as miners in times past, who used canaries as toxic gas detectors.

We don’t want to wait for extinctions to tell us something is very wrong in the bush. And for those who know my
Elsewhere in this issue of Bandicoot Tails is the Bird Banding report where I have highlighted the evidence we are
gathering about the importance of SCCP as a habitat for little birds. We are fortunate that some of our regular
banding visitors to the nets are considered rare in the Mount Lofty Ranges. One brilliant example is the Brown
Thornbill. We are really spoilt by being able to see (and hear) this little bird. And that is in no small part due to the
diligence and expertise of our great gang of Bushcare volunteers giving these brilliant animals a secure habitat.
I look forward to being a passionate advocate for the conservation value of our park. Thanks to the two very
significant legends who have had the presidential role before me – Tom and Peter; it’s a humbling realisation that
has descended on me. Hope to see you in the Park soon.
Jim Spiker

*********************************************
President’s Report for Friends of Scott Creek Conservation Park AGM
1st December 2020
This was another busy and productive year for the Friends group, in which we celebrate our 30th anniversary
(officially on 17th September 2020).
I think it is safe to say that most people will be glad to see the back of 2020, a year when the term “unprecedented”
became a buzz word on the news, social distancing became the norm and there was the totally inexplicable panic
buying of toilet paper! The wildfires that raged across many parts of the country over summer, followed almost
immediately by the Coronavirus pandemic, have impacted on all of us in some way. While we were forced to cease
all organised activities for three months due to COVID-19, we found many more people discovered Scott Creek CP
as they looked for new parks to visit and enjoy nature in. Just as we were getting comfortable with the new normal,
we had another COVID-19 lockdown which saw us have to postpone our AGM and subsequently run as a Zoom
meeting over the internet.
A summary of our activities is provided below:
Bushcare and the Almanda Project – we have now completed the sixth year of our ten year Almanda Project,
which created a focus for fundraising and support of our restoration efforts in the Park. We continued with our
three scheduled bushcare activities each month, spread across the 700+ hectares of the Park, although we had
the enforced three month hiatus for the COVID-19 shutdown. The mid-week bush gardening in the Almanda
Creek showcase site has increased to three mornings most weeks, which has seen work move around the
corner into the Mackereth Cottage block and a marked improvement in this previously degraded creekline. It
also resulted in a significant increase in the total volunteer hours for FoSCCP this year. There have been the
usual independent visits to the Park by some members, to undertake specific spraying and other weed control.
It has been pleasing to have several more people show an interest in bushcare volunteering and we welcome
them as Friends of SCCP. This year’s Open Day was scheduled to take place last weekend, as we sought to
overcome protocol issues associated with COVID-19, but then ended up having to be cancelled due to a Total
Fire Ban being issued for the day.
Funding – thanks to everyone who chose to support our work in the Park by providing funding this year. These
included the $25,000 for the final year of the three year Scott Creek CP Plan, funded under the NR AMLR Land
Management Program ($20,000 through Sustainable Landscapes and $5,000 through the Volunteer Support
Program) and supported by Mark Fagan (District Officer) and Kat Hill (Volunteer Support Officer). Mark also
funded additional work in the Park, including $3,000 to Bridal Creeper control under a separate asparagus
weeds budget, while Kat provided replacement first aid kits and equipment from her budget, as well as funding
five temporary corflute signs now placed at access points to the Park to help guide visitors (see under
publications and publicity below). We also received a $7,598 NR AMLR 2019-20 Community Environment Grant
for on-ground works and some funding for additional support for the group. We received the second of three
$10,000 donations committed to by the Carthew and Fisher families through the Carthew Foundation. We also
received a number of smaller donations and proceeds of sales of maps and other publications throughout the
year and at our open day.

Bird Banding – thanks to Jim for doing the legwork coordinating our bird banding program this year, while Don still
maintains the record-keeping and reporting and looks after the net repairs. Despite having to cancel activities
during the COVID-19 lockdown, we still got to do plenty of bird banding visits to the Park over the year and had
a good number of visitors and a few new banders join us. Most of the bird species were our regulars, including
various honeyeaters and thornbills, Grey Fantails, White-browed Scrub-Wrens and Superb Fairywrens, Grey
Shrike-thrush, Golden Whistlers and Scarlet Robins. Once again we got a couple of Laughing Kookaburras and a
pair of Mistletoebirds was a recent highlight, however, the stars of the year were undoubtedly the two
nationally endangered Chestnut-rumped Heathwren, netted on a drizzly morning in July at Pennant Ridge.
Events – while COVID-19 meant we had to forgo a number of our general meetings and monthly social lunches in
2020, during the last twelve months we still managed to visit Laratinga Wetlands in Mount Barker and the
Australian Geographic Nature Photographer of the Year exhibition at the SA Museum, although as mentioned
above, the Almanda Open Day had to be cancelled due to the Total Fire Ban last weekend. In December we
checked our Western Pygmy Possum nest boxes again, finding several active Antechinus nests, but no Western
Pygmy Possums. In January we had a microbat survey done in the Park using netting and trapping and
recording devices. While no bats were caught, five bat species were identified from the recorders.
Mackereth Cottage – thanks to the support of local MP Josh Teague and the Minister for the Environment and
Water David Speirs, the long-running (20+ years) transfer of the SA Water land containing the ruins of
Mackereth Cottage, on the corner of Dorset Vale Road and Matthews Road, to the Park is almost complete. The
land has been transferred from SA Water and the last bits of paperwork to re-dedicate as part of SCCP under
the NPW Act is all that remains.
Publications and publicity – the revised version of our bird brochure was completed and published, thanks mainly
to the hard work of Jim. He took the lead in making alterations to the overall design and then re-writing the
text and updating the photos. Rick also provided a specific map for the brochure that included our bird banding
sites, which is the first time we have had this available. Special thanks to Jim’s son who helped with the graphic
design work free of charge, so that we ended up with a high quality pamphlet printed on 100% recycled paper.
We received part funding of $484 towards updating the brochure from the NR AMLR Community Environment
Grant. We also received funding from Kat Hill (NR AMLR VSO), for five new temporary corflute signs to assist
visitors better appreciate and find their way around the park. Thanks to Jenny for leading the process in
developing these. They all include information about the park and our group and a map, specially designed by
Rick, plus a set of four photos of plants and animals, which are different on each of the signs. We greatly
appreciate the support of Anna Christian and The Courier, for showing interest in FoSCCP and our activities in
the Park, and for publishing articles publicising and promoting our group.
Volunteer hours – thanks to Jenny for once again compiling our volunteer hours and passing them along to DEW.
There was a total 4,151 FoSCCP volunteer hours contributed for the year to 30th June 2020, which would add up
to the equivalent of $181,149.64 using the rate of $43.64 per hour that DEW valued these at on that date
(calculated by the Australian Bureau of Statistics). This is a significant increase on the 2,951 hours last year,
mainly due to additional hours put in by the group working on the Almanda Project showcase site. A special
thanks to our committee members and those who keep the group running – in particular Jim as Vice President,
Correspondence Secretary and Bird Banding Coordinator, Don for doing most of the record keeping and data
input for bird banding, Jenny as Administration Officer, Bushcare Coordinator and general go to person for
anything extra that goes on in and around the Park, Donella as Treasurer and Minute Secretary, Lorraine as
Membership Officer and Rick for managing the Website and continuing to respond to requests for updates to
mapping of the Park. Thanks to all of our other volunteers, including those who attend our meetings and help
run our group’s activities, those who contribute to on-ground work in the park, managing weeds and bird
banding, those helping with admin, attending events or simply coming along to social activities. The hours are
broken down as follows (we don’t include the social activities):
 2,344 bushcare hours (487 hours for regular scheduled bushcare activities, 1,721 hours for the Almanda
Project showcase site and 136 hours additional informal work)
 944.5 hours bird-banding, including data management and net repairs
 93.5 hours on park events, including public walk, “Clean Up the Park” event, Minister Speirs’ visits
 682 hours on administration and meetings, including Bandicoot Tails, Facebook and grant writing and
acquittals
 87 hours on the website and cartography

It was quite challenging succeeding Tom as President of FoSCCP five years ago, being that he had been the only
President our group had in its then 25 year history. He had a wealth of information about the Park and the history
of the group and was very highly regarded within DEW. The rewards have been equally large, as I have managed to
increase my own knowledge of the Park and have seen first-hand the high regard that our group is held in, thanks
largely to the legacy Tom left.
I have advised committee members that it is time for me to pass on the President’s baton and share out some
roles. There will be some changes on the committee, with Jim agreeing to nominate as President, I will nominate as
Vice President, and Diana has put her hand up to take on the Correspondence Secretary role from Jim. For the
strength and sustainability of FoSCCP, it is important to get more of our younger members involved in running the
group, so any assistance with some of the more formal roles really helps to ensure FoSCCP’s longevity. This is our
group, and it is important that we all have a say in how we move forward.
Peter Watton

A Vanishing Kind - book review:
I am happy (and relieved) to announce that the book, ‘A Vanishing
Kind’ has been published by Balboa Press.
The book is subtitled ‘A Memoir of Dr. John Wamsley in
Conversations’ and is derived from the many recorded interviews I
made with John detailing his extraordinary life and his contribution
to wildlife conservation in Australia.
Our first review has come from David Higgs MBE, MSc, Director of
the Environmental Press Agency. He says, in part:
‘A Vanishing Kind’, by Dr John Wamsley and Stephen Davey, is a joy
to read. It tells more than just the story of Earth Sanctuaries Limited
(ESL) that Australian mathematics professor turned pioneering
conservationist, John Wamsley, founded in 1988 and that later
became the world's first stock market listed company dedicated to
saving Australia's most endangered species.
Such a book has been needed for a very long time. It should be on
the essential reading list of any student of the environment or
conservation. Wamsley’s controversial, radical, pragmatic approach
revolutionised conservation in Australia.
The book hooked me from the minute I opened its covers. It is a
gripping ‘roller-coaster’ story, thorough, well-written, objective, tragic and painful in places, nevertheless told with
affection and respect for a stubborn, opinionated, unapologetic, single-minded, obsessive, passionate and brilliant
individual. It had me laughing and it had me in tears.
John has provided the funds to independently publish and market the book. His share of the proceeds will go
towards conservation projects, to provide an ongoing legacy.
There are a number of aspects to the memoir. Firstly it is a record of John’s sometimes controversial activism,
beginning with the GROAP (Get Rid of All Pines) ‘urban terrorist’ saga through to his attempts to influence a NSW
election.
It further details John’s unique innovations from feral-proof fencing to platypus breeding and species-saving
reintroductions.
Then it is a blow-by-blow account of the rise and fall of Earth Sanctuaries Limited, the world’s first publicly listed
company having wildlife conservation as its primary focus.
Finally, the story renders John’s philosophy and ethos, eerily resonating with a world on the brink of environmental
collapse.
I believe you will enjoy this book for its own sake, while at the same time you will be contributing to nature
conservation in SA.
Steve Davey
A Vanishing Kind, published by Balboa Press, is available from Warrawong Sanctuary and bookshops, or buy on-line
from John on https://www.johnwamsley.com/book.html for $22.95 including delivery, profits support conservation
projects. A Vanishing Kind - Home (facebook.com)

Collaboration with local designer:
During October we were contacted by Tessa King, a local graphic designer, wanting to donate funds raised from a
new line of sustainably produced Christmas wrapping paper and cards to FoSCCP. Needless to say we were really
excited to be selected by Tessa to receive her very generous donation, which will also include some volunteering
with us. Tessa introduces herself below, please support her products which also supports our group.
Hi, my name is Tessa.
I’m a local designer who worked for a range of iconic
Adelaide organisations including Adelaide Festival and
Haigh’s Chocolates, as well as many small businesses and
initiatives. Now I’m launching Good Tidings Project to use
what I have learned to give back to our environment and
community.
While I'm passionate about helping the environment, I'm no expert, so I thought I could use my design skills to raise
money and awareness for a group of people who do - the Friends of Scott Creek Conservation Park! I've created
this range of wrapping papers and cards featuring some of our most special and at-risk local flora and fauna, and
have put them on sale just in time for Christmas.
I'll be donating all profits from the sale of this Christmas stationery to the Friends of Scott Creek Conservation Park,
to help fund the fantastic rehabilitation, regeneration and revegetation projects that you carry out. For each order I
will also give one hour of my time to Friends Of Parks
conservation and rehabilitation projects, both at Scott Creek
and other local Parks, so I look forward to meeting some of
your members soon.
If you or anyone you know might be interested in supporting
the Friends and purchasing this thoughtfully produced gift
wrap please visit my site at www.goodtidingsproject.com.au. I
would love to be able to give as much back to the group as I
can!
If you're interested to see some of my other design work, or
ask to any other design-related questions feel free to find me
on Instagram @tessakingdesign, or get in touch at
tessakingdesign@gmail.com

Bushcare activities:
During spring our bushcare activities again spread fairly widely across the Park:
1st September 2020 – 5 volunteers treated woody weeds at Old Gate 10 and upper Fox Bog, mainly Erica,
Montpellier and English Broom and Boneseed.
13th September 2020 – 4 volunteers treated large flowering Montpellier Broom and a few Boneseed at Fern Gully
west near the Crossroads (see below before and after photo).

Above left and right: before and after photo of Montpellier Broom treated near the Crossroads.

16th September 2020 – Peter and Jenny joined Mark Fagan from Hills & Fleurieu Landscape Board to patrol
Number 1 Block, removing Boneseed, both Brooms, a large Acacia longifolia and a couple of Sollya. Afterwards
Peter removed Boneseed, both Brooms and South African Daisy from upper Cave Creek.
26th September 2020 – 10 volunteers removed Erica from the end of Bushrat Track, together with smaller numbers
of Boneseed, both Brooms, some Cotton-bush, South African Daisy and Watsonia. Afterwards Peter worked on
Boneseed, English Broom and some small Olive and South African Daisy south of gate 12 in upper Blue Gum Flats.

Above: morning tea at the end of Bushrat Track

Above: Andrew & Jenny removing Boneseed in the Panhandle

6th October 2020 – 7 volunteers working in the top NE corner of Number 1 Block, removing Boneseed, Montpellier
Broom, Acacia longifolia and Tree Lucerne.
11th October 2020 – 9 volunteers worked across the south hillside of The Panhandle removing Boneseed, Erica,
one large and several seedling Olive, a few Sollya and some Freesia.
24th October 2020 – 10 volunteers removed many Erica across the south-facing slope of Kangaroo Gully, together
with scattered Sollya and Boneseed, a patch of Montpellier Broom, a some Watsonia, Blackberry and Acacia
longifolia. Afterwards Peter stopped off at Almanda Valley opposite gate 17 and Echidna Track to cut down or pull
out large Montpellier Broom which had just finished flowering.

31st October 2020 – After bird banding Peter and Jenny removed a patch of Pink Erica from Pennant Ridge. This
was a new patch discovered and partly removed by Mark Fagan.
3rd November 2020 – 4 volunteers treated Sollya and Boneseed left at our last bushcare activity on the southern
hillside of The Panhandle.
8th November 2020 – 10 volunteers worked on many Sollya and a few Boneseed on the west-facing hillside below
Helipad Hill.
14th November 2020 – After bird banding Peter sprayed Blackberry along Greenhood Creek.
28th November 2020 – cancelled due to total fire ban.

Above: The team tackling a large Erica lignotuber in
Kangaroo Gully

Above: Some of the Broom removed in Kangaroo Gully

Contractor work being undertaken in the park:
This was another quiet period for contractor work in the Park,
as the last of allocated funding had been distributed, but we
were all waiting for more suitable conditions to finish the
weed treatment. In particular we wanted the Erica regrowth
at the top end of Almanda Valley to be growing actively
before spot spraying it. The other work being completed was
the Erica and Sollya in the north-western corner of The
Panhandle.

Above: Erica spot sprayed in upper Almanda Valley.
Top right: The very large Erica infestation in The Panhandle north.
Bottom right: The top edge of the Erica where work has been done.

Bird Banding Notes:
We can only comment on the abundance of early Spring in this issue. Our first three days netted an average of 20
birds, but the next 4 outings only resulted in an average of 8 or so. But wait, we had some exciting times! It was a
wonderful mix of species and encounters with some seriously mature birds. Weather unsuitable for banding led to
cancelling our banding on three days. We have been out on 7 occasions in the quarter and netted 92 birds from 18
species and with 22 recaptures.
20 Sep 2020
GR Gurr Road
24 birds
9 species 3 retraps
New Holland Honeyeaters (6), Red-browed Finches (5) and Silvereyes (4), kept us busy on this morning. Blechnum
Creek valley at the end of Gurr Road is a marvellous, and to some extent, hidden feature of the Park and worth a
visit any time. We processed a 4+ year old White-browed Scrubwren here.

Above: The banding team at the Fox Bog day in October

3 Oct 2020

FB Fox Bog

15 birds

Above: White-naped Honeyeater

9 species

6 retraps

This banding site is on the slope that runs down to Fox Bog cliff face. It is a prickly scrubby area for humans and so
is loved by little birds who can hide out in the security of the dense scrub. The Superb Fairywrens do well here
alongside the New Holland Honeyeaters. We banded a couple of White-naped Honeyeaters too. This is habitat for
long-lived birds; including a 5+ Superb Fairywren brilliantly outfitted male, and two Striated Thornbills checking in
at 7 grams each and aged 9+ and 13+.
17-18 Oct 2020

KG Kangaroo Gully

34 birds

Above: A Striated Pardalote let us know what it thought about
getting banded.

10 species 6 retraps
Sometimes when we get a lot of helpers, they can
almost outnumber the birds – but not this
weekend. Apart from having to re-locate from
our usual headquarters because of boggy ground
this was a great weekend. As usual there were
more birds on the first day (23) than the next
(11), with some great variety. First there were the
Laughing Kookaburras (2), one of which had a
‘brood-patch’ and so was obviously a nesting
bird. The ‘calling-card’ left on Diana was not
really appreciated but does come with the task at
times. An 8+ White-browed Scrubwren confirmed
that the bracken is a safe place for these tough
little birds. But more highlights: a pair of
Mistletoebirds came in to dazzle and intrigue us
as well as leave their unique ‘calling-card’ – see
photo, and near the end of Sunday morning a
shimmery Shining Bronze-Cuckoo had all reaching
again for cameras.

31 Oct-1Nov 2020 PR Pennant Ridge
8 birds
7 species 5 retraps
Courtesy of Peter Watton we were educated into the name of this site with the vision of a lovely patch of blooming
Golden Pennant plants. This was a much quieter weekend banding-wise although the frequent visits from a flock of
10 Black-faced Cuckoo-Shrikes was very entertaining. There were 3 re-captures here all aged 4+ - two Superb
Fairywrens and a Buff-rumped Thornbill. One of the Fairywrens reminded us to check our sexing carefully; it was
originally thought to be Female but was very clearly now sporting Male plumage. It is a bit hard to be sure with
some immature species.

Left and Above: Golden Pennants (Glischrocaryon behrii)

14 Nov 2020
DV Derwentia Valley
6 birds
4 species 1 retrap
We have limited access to this site as it is closed for half the year (Apr to Oct) because of Phytophthora – so the
creek area had virtually exploded with dense plant growth blocking our way to some of our usual net spots. We
were serenaded by many species whilst our nets along the track were practically ignored. This usually prolific site
produced only 6 birds and one only re-trap. But it is yet another magical place to be in the Park.
Superb Fairywren re-captures
How do we know that SFW’s love the Park? It’s in the statistics. In this quarter we handled 22 SFWs and 11, (50%)
of them were re-captures. Significantly, we can guess at what is going on in the season too. 64% of the birds were
Male and 36% Female and of the re-captures, 73% were Male and 27% Female. Two out of the eight Females had
brood patches. Tentative conclusions may be drawn that SFWs are long-term residents in the site we band them,
and at this time of the year the Females are probably involved in ‘home-duties’ on the nest. I went back through
our banding records for this same quarter from 5 and 10 years ago to see if this is a regular pattern. In 2015 the
balance between male and female SFWs was about even in both captures and re-captures, whereas the 2010
figures were similar to our latest quarter with 7 male to 4 female re-captures from 38 SFWs processed.

Above: Two young Fairywrens probably in their first
full colour season (photo Jim Spiker).
Left: One of the Kookas with Diana (photo Jim
Spiker).

Planting day with Scott Creek Primary School:
What a lovely sunny occasion on Friday morning near the historic Mackereth Cottage when two Friends had the
pleasure of hosting 12 of the youngest environmental enthusiasts from our local Scott Creek Primary School.
They quickly planted out 40 Hakea carinata seedlings (supported by their Principal, class teacher and several
parents) which will grow to provide appropriate food for Yellow-tailed Black Cockatoos.
Regeneration activity has previously been undertaken in various parts of this section of the park just north of the
cottage and it's hoped the students will now have a long-term involvement with this project, particularly given the
quality of their environmental education to the point where these young children even know about some of the
pervasive Hills weeds so familiar to the Friends.
(photos Jenny Dawes)

Twitch.tv
I host a show on Twitch.tv, an online broadcasting website. When COVID-19 had much of my largely international
audience cooped up inside, I thought they might enjoy a walk outside in the SCCP. I've been taking my audience of
about 100 people on walks through the Park once a month ever since, while teaching them about our wonderful
local wildlife. My audience is generally young adults, many of whom are metropolitan and hadn't even considered
the wonders of the great outdoors. A lot of them have been inspired to take their own walks in their own local
parks, and our monthly walks have become a staple of my show.
I generally pick a random track, as there's always something interesting along the way, earlier in spring we did a lot
of orchid hunting, and the stream was equal parts
entranced and terrified by the spider orchids (I
think they thought they'd attack me somehow)
and were very excited along with me when I
found a bearded orchid, which I had never seen
before. I get a lot of questions during the stream
about whether I'm at risk of death merely for
taking a walk, as a lot of them seem to have the
idea that Australia is some kind of death trap,
something which I think they've learnt isn't the
case at all through our walks.
A lot of what I talk to stream about is what I've
learnt in my Ecology major and Adelaide uni, combined with the
wisdoms I've learnt from locals along the way. Sometimes we'll stumble
upon something extraordinary like a family of choughs in the midst of
one of their bizzare cultish rituals, but even just walking through the
bush and looking at the gum trees and wattles, I've talked about the
symbiotic fungi which help the plants grow in otherwise barren soil, the
various stages of succession different parts of the park are going
through, or the various weeds and where they came from. There's never
a shortage of things to talk about. As my stream is largely unfamiliar with
the bush and ecology, though at first I thought I might be boring them to
tears, they seem genuinely fascinated by this other world. Potentially out
of desperation for connection with the natural world after being trapped
inside for so long, but I'll take it either way.
I stream video of the park from my smart phone on 4G internet, which does get spotty in valleys, so I try to stick to
hilltops. Some spots near Scott Creek Rd are completely dead, so I've learnt to avoid them. It's not so bad to stick to
the hills, as some of the views are truly stunning. Admittedly I also tend to stick to the smaller tracks too, as I
sometimes worry I look insane chatting away to a phone on a stick. I have my phone on a portable gimbal, which
keeps the phone steady, and have a battery pack on hand, as the phone only lasts about 2 hours with the camera
and internet running constantly. It's not a perfect system, but we're very fortunate to have pristine bushland so
close to civilisation where there's still a serviceable internet connection. My little phone can only manage to stream
at 720p (just shy of full HD) because of its limited processing power but it does the trick.
Included are some screenshots of the stream! That's my chat, on the left of each screenshot. About | Twitch.tv
Rachel

Australian Geographic Nature Photographer of the Year:
On the last Sunday of October we once again visited the SA Museum to see the many and varied photos on display
at the Australian Geographic Nature Photographer of the Year Exhibition. A small but select group of us met at the
Café before venturing in to enjoy the exhibition.

DEW Fire Management:

The prescribed burn planned for Cave Creek and referred to as Shingleback A22 by DEW was planned for autumn 2020 but
didn’t go ahead. At this stage we believe it has been rescheduled for autumn 2021, but time will tell. Another prescribed burn
in the Panhandle and extending into adjacent SA Water land to the west is initially scheduled for 2022. This burn will hopefully
remove much of the dead Blackberry canes from last year’s contractor work, making follow-up substantially easier.

The Bob Brown Foundation:
The Bob Brown Foundation is calling on Prime Minister Scott Morrison and Opposition Leader Anthony Albanese,
and all other MPs in our nation’s parliament, to use the Commonwealth’s powers to protect our nation’s native
forests and their wildlife. “Care for the future of life on Earth, and our obligation to ensure that Australia's natural
beauty, diversity and inspiration is not lost to future generations, drives this urgent call on you to protect Australia's
forests. Now.”
You can add your name to this call at:
https://www.bobbrown.org.au/anfd?
utm_campaign=20_11_anfd&utm_medium=email&utm_source=bobbrownfoundation

Environmental Defenders Office:
Environmental Defenders Office (EDO) is the largest environmental legal centre in the Australia-Pacific, dedicated
to protecting our climate, communities and shared environment by providing access to justice, running
groundbreaking litigation and leading law reform advocacy.
We are an accredited community legal service and a non-government, not-for-profit organisation that uses the law
to protect and defend Australia’s wildlife, people and places.
Since 1985, we’ve offered expert legal advice to thousands of ordinary people and community groups, taken bold
and groundbreaking environmental cases to court and fought for laws that better protect our land, air and water.
Our track record of legal victories spans more than three decades.
We work all around the country, with farmers, conservation groups, Traditional Owners, and people from all walks
of life and all manner of places – from the heart of the outback to the centres of our biggest cities.
We are a united national organisation with eight offices around Australia.

Update on Kangaroo Island Development:
Case now adjourned until 2021
Eco-Action Kangaroo Island and the KI Friends of Parks coalition, known as 'public parks
NOT private playgrounds', recently agreed to a second adjournment, when
the Crown sought it, in its case against the exclusive developments at two coastal sites in
Flinders Chase National Park.

This adjournment was based on the Department of Environment and Water developing
policy (the ‘reimagine' process) on visitor infrastructure in parks on KI, and developing a new West Kangaroo Island
Parks Management plan, which includes Flinders Chase. It followed the first adjournment forced by the KI
wildfire impact on the sites and early Covid-19 disruption of court hearings.
Eco-Action and FOPs have had strong representation on the two reimagine community reference groups, which
recently completed their recommendations. Our representatives strongly argued that the community did not agree
to the location and scope/scale of the Australian Walking Company proposal. Our objective is to ensure that the
‘new’ walking trail (after the fire) remains on the original path and that (appropriate) development must be built
only on developed sites or nodes at Rocky River, Kelly Hill, Cape du Couedic and Cape Borda. DEW suggested
immediately after the fires that it would review the trail route, but we have heard no more about such plans.
The central, and fundamental, issue remains that AWC has development approval for developments off the walking
trail in two wild coastal locations. This approval can be challenged only in the Supreme Court. Unless AWC agrees
not to proceed with the current development and withdraws we must proceed with our action before the full
bench of the SA Supreme Court.
We will need our supporters to be active – as funders and lobbyists. The adjournments have cost us dearly and
we'll have to make another call for financial support early in February 2021 to meet costs for the final(!) hearing.
The directions hearing is set for 5 February 2021 and the hearing is likely to be in May 2021.

Supporters can also write to Minister Speirs insisting that the ‘new’ trail be re-built on the original (approved) path,
and that any visitor infrastructure development stays on the trail and is of appropriate scale.

Park planning
The Department for Environment and Water's proposed consolidated management plan for the parks of western
Kangaroo Island includes five Wilderness Protection Areas. Public submissions to inform the draft plan have closed.
Now that the reimagine community reference groups have completed their infrastructure recommendations task,
some members have said they would like to take part in plan development, but their involvement is yet to be
confirmed.
For more information visit the New Park Management Plan website (but it has not been recently updated).

Photo Gallery:

Left: A beautifully
coloured Painted
Dragon on a rocky
outcrop in The
Panhandle.

Photo Gallery (cont.):
A few of our smaller critters in the Park...

Above: A Black Rock Scorpion (Urodacus manicatus) found
under a rock that had to be moved to access a large Erica
lignotuber. The rock was gently replaced after we spotted
the scorpion.
Below: A well camouflaged Grasshopper found at bird
banding

Above: A tiny Jumping Spider with lunch, a small fly.

Below: Another home disturbed during a bushcare activity,
this time a Termite nest in a fallen dead Golden Wattle, again
it was carefully put back where it was.

Below left and right: The flowers of the Beaked Hakea (Hakea rostrata) attracted plenty of insect activity, including ants and
native bees.

Calendar of Environmental Events coming up:
Wednesday 11th December is International Mountain Day
2020 Theme: Mountain biodiversity1
Mountain biodiversity is the theme of this year’s International Mountain Day, so let's
celebrate their rich biodiversity, as well as address the threats they face.
Mountains loom large in some of the world’s most spectacular landscapes. Their unique topography, compressed climatic
zones and isolation have created the conditions for a wide spectrum of life forms.
Biodiversity encompasses the variety of ecosystems, species and genetic resources, and mountains have many endemic
varieties. The differentiated topography in terms of altitude, slope and exposure in mountains offers opportunities to grow
a variety of high-value crops, horticulture, livestock and forest species.
For example, mountain pastoralists in Pakistan have a highly treasured livestock genetic resource pool with special traits
bred into animals, such as disease resilience, which can help adaption to changing climate. Nearly 70% of mountain land is
used for grazing and provides manure that enhances soil fertility. Livestock not only produces food items such as milk,
butter and meat, but also valuable by-products, such as some of the most precious yarns, like cashmere wool.
However, climate change, unsustainable farming practices, commercial mining, logging, and poaching all exact a heavy toll
on mountain biodiversity. In addition, land use and land cover change, and natural disasters, accelerate biodiversity loss
and contribute to creating a fragile environment for mountain communities. Ecosystem degradation, loss of livelihoods
and migration in mountains can lead to the abandonment of cultural practices and ancient traditions that have sustained
biodiversity for generations.
The sustainable management of mountain biodiversity has been increasingly recognized as a global priority. Sustainable
Development Goal 15, target four, is dedicated to the conservation of mountains’ biodiversity in consideration of its global
relevance. Biodiversity in all ecosystems is in focus, as the United Nations has declared 2021 to 2030 the UN Decade on
Ecosystem Restoration and governments prepare to negotiate the post-2020 global biodiversity framework for adoption
this year at the 15th meeting of the Conference of the Parties (COP 15) to the Convention on Biological Diversity (CBD).
Celebrate this International Day 2020 with your community and friends preparing an event or joining the conversation on
social media using the hashtag #MountainsMatter. Pass on some of the key messages, or share about the biodiversity in
the mountains near you, or a photo of your favorite mountain.
Tuesday 2nd February is World Wetlands Day
Wetlands and Biodiversity is the theme for 20202. Wetlands
are rich with biodiversity and are a habitat for a dense
variety of plant and animal species. Latest estimates show a
global decline of biodiversity, while wetlands are
disappearing three times faster than forests. This year's
theme is a unique opportunity to highlight wetland
biodiversity, its status, why it matters and promote actions
to reverse its loss.
2 February each year is World Wetlands Day to raise global
awareness about the vital role of wetlands for people and
our planet. This day also marks the date of the adoption of
the Convention on Wetlands on 2 February 1971, in the
Iranian city of Ramsar on the shores of the Caspian Sea.
Wetlands are land areas that are saturated or flooded with
water either permanently or seasonally. Inland wetlands
include marshes, ponds, lakes, fens, rivers, floodplains, and
swamps. Coastal wetlands include saltwater marshes,
estuaries, mangroves, lagoons and even coral reefs. Fish
ponds, rice paddies, and saltpans are human-made
wetlands.

Summer Program of Activities December 2020 – February 2021

The Friends of Scott Creek Conservation Park welcome visitors to any of our activities, but it is best to contact us
beforehand to confirm details. This is particularly important with regard to COVID-19 restrictions, which makes it
essential that anyone considering a visit to an activity contact us beforehand to ensure this will still be possible at
the time. Thank you.
For enquiries or information see contact details at the end of this program or on our website
www.friendsofscottcreekcp.org.au.
NOTE: Activities in the park and social events in the Adelaide Hills will be cancelled if a fire ban or severe weather
warning/thunderstorms are announced for the Mount Lofty Ranges. Bird banding will also be cancelled in
conditions that may adversely affect the birds. See links to BOM & CFS websites below.
Working bees: during summer meet at the earlier time of 8.30am, Almanda Mine Car Park, Dorset Vale Rd
This enables everyone to sign in and be brought up-to-date with last minute changes. BYO morning tea and a small
back pack to carry it, in case we are working further from the cars.
There are also regular mid-week bush gardening activities at Almanda Creek , contact our Administration Assistant
for details.
Month

Date

Activity

Location

DECEMBER
Tuesday

1

Bushcare

Gate 20, Area 33 Panhandle west—Sollya, Boneseed

Tuesday

1

FoSCCP AGM

On-line with Zoom starting at 7.30pm

Saturday, Sunday

5, 6

Bird banding

The Panhandle G20 Frith Road, 6.00am

Sunday

13

Bushcare

Gate 1, Area 7 Helipad Hill west—Sollya

Saturday, Sunday

19, 20

Bird banding

Mackereth Cottage car park, 6.00am

Saturday

26

Bushcare

Scott Creek north of Mackereth Cottage car park—Broom

JANUARY
Tuesday

5

Bushcare

Nicholls Road, Number 1 Block—Broom, Sollya

Sunday

10

Bushcare

Gate 9, Area 10 Brown Frog, Fern Gully—Boneseed

Saturday, Sunday

16, 17

Bird banding

Gurr Road G4, 6.30am

Tuesday

19

Fred’s—Aldgate at noon (220 Mt Barker Rd)

Saturday

23

Social Lunch
All welcome!
Bushcare

Saturday, Sunday

30, 31

Bird banding

Cross Roads G3, 6.30am

FEBRUARY
Tuesday

2

Bushcare

Saturday, Sunday

6, 7

Bird banding

Gate 21, Area 28 south, lower Derwentia Creek, Quarry Ridge
Track—Boneseed, etc.
Mineshaft Track G16, 7.00am

Tuesday

9

Sunday

14

General mtg
All welcome!
Bushcare

Saturday, Sunday

20, 21

Bird banding

Gate 9, Area 9 east, Hakea & Blackwater Creeks, Upper Fern
Gully—Boneseed, etc.
Twisted Chimney Track G13, 7.00am

Wednesday

24

Saturday

27

Social Lunch
All welcome!
Bushcare

Joan’s Pantry—Hawthorndene at noon (Watahuna Ave
opposite the oval)
Gate 7, Area 5 Bushrat Creek-Fork Creek—Boneseed, Broom

Gate 5, Area 4 west, lower Viminaria Creek—Boneseed, Erica

Cherry Gardens CFS, 294 Cherry Gardens Rd, 7.30pm

BOM website: http://www.bom.gov.au/australia/meteye/dorset-vale
CFS website: https://www.cfs.sa.gov.au/site/bans_and_ratings

Office bearers:
Any queries on Friends activities, please contact the relevant person below, general queries to
info@friendsofscottcreekcp.org.au
President: Jim Spiker (M) 0430 247 705, Email: president@friendsofscottcreekcp.org.au
Vice President: Peter Watton (M) 0427 010 949, Email: info@friendsofscottcreekcp.org.au
Treasurer & Minute Secretary: Donella Peters, (H) 8339 5639 (M) 0407 417 247,
Email: treasurer@friendsofscottcreekcp.org.au
Correspondence Secretary: Diana Wright Email: secretary@friendsofscottcreekcp.org.au
Administration Assistant: Jenny Dawes (H) 8388 2297 (M) 0427 841 425,
Email: info@friendsofscottcreekcp.org.au
Membership Officer: Lorraine Billett (H) 8278 6623 (M) 0427 093 839, Email: lorray66@tpg.com.au

Other roles and positions:
Bird Banding Coordinator: Jim Spiker (contact details above)
Bushcare Coordinator: Jenny Dawes (contact details above)
Assistant Bushcare Coordinator: Glenn Giles (M) 0413 615 514, Email: gilesgd81@gmail.com
Bushcare — Grants & Funding, Contractor Liaison & Reporting: Peter Watton (contact details above)
Bush Gardening Almanda Creek: John Wamsley (M) 0407 716 074, Email: john@johnwamsley.com
Editor Bandicoot Tails & Facebook: Peter Watton (contact details above)
Website Coordinator: Rick Williams (M) 0424 308 011, Email: webmaster@friendsofscottcreek.org.au

